Export as Split Set
SAVE SURVEILLANCE TAB WITH ACTIVE MULTI-SPLIT LAYOUT AS SPLIT SET

A Surveillance tab can be exported as a split set with the cameras active in it. The combination of multi-split layout and
connected cameras is saved as a whole set and can also be reactivated as a set.
Use the procedure described here to export an active Surveillance tab as a split set:
▶

Activate any split layout in a Surveillance tab and connect the required cameras in the splits.

▶
▶
▶

Click the Export button
in the menu bar to display the advanced dialog.
Select As Split Set Target to expand the split sets list.
Select New Split Set to create a completely new entry.

The new entry is first saved as a new split set (and is also automatically named with it) and can later be renamed and
further configured in the Split Set Editor, if required (see for this purpose the configuration documentation for
“HEMISPHERE SeMSy® Split Set Editor”).
Integration into already existing Split Set:
If you integrate the new split set into an existing split set from the list, the split set is saved as a new Target. A split set can
consist of several targets (all individual split sets). These can then be activated and used all at once, but also each
individually.
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